Addendum 1

Questions and Answers from Potential Bidders
LGPC New Building Project
IFB's C20190100 and C20190200
March 29, 2019

1. Where is the electric service wiring according to the construction drawings, and does the wire need to pulled through a conduit provided under Contract A? What is the distance from meter to utility provider's pole or pedestal? Whose responsibility is it to size the conduit required for the service and are transformers being installed under Contract A?

Contractor A is responsible for installing the underground electric service conduit with a pull wire. Three inch minimum diameter conduit is required given the distance between the panel box and power pole. Contractor A shall also provide conduit and pull wire from existing garage to main building meter/panel location. Conduit shall be size to accommodate power of existing garage power panel.

All electrical service installation and conductors shall be under Contract B including pulling the wires through existing conduit, installing panel and meter pan, and associated work. The Electrical Contractor, under Contract B, shall determine size and distances of conductors from the supply pole to the meter. Basis of design is 240-volt, 1-phase, 200A. No transformers are needed. Contract B shall provide conductors from the existing garage to the new power panel. Match conduit size to existing garage power requirements.

The main electric panel is located on the basement level west wall utility room, see Contract B, page E-100. The electric meter is to be installed under Contract B on the west wall exterior of the building within 5 feet of the main electric panel such that no disconnect is required. The meter location is approximately 150 feet from the existing National Grid supply pole located in the north east corner of the site adjacent to Fort George Road and the municipal water hydrant, see Contract A, page C-103.

2. The vinyl D4 Horizontal Siding and vinyl Shakes do not have anything specific specs listed. Should we propose standard Mainstreet Siding with standard colors?

Fabricators to install 0.46mm thickness siding system (or thicker), with standard siding system details (trim, corners, flashing, etc), and standard colors.

3. The Trim on Fascia on Porches and Windows calls out LP Smartside trim. Do they have specific standard pre-finished colors in mind or our we painting everything on-site?

Trim to be pre-finished, standard colors. Assume field touch-up.
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4. Basement Columns and Steel Beams from what I can see are being provided by us. Mod company needs to furnish point loads to Engineer for final sizing of these. How is this going to be coordinated with foundation contractor and who is acting as Construction Manager? Steel posts and beams are carried in Contract B. The steel beam and post sizes (in Contract B) are to be verified by the structural engineer. The GC carrying Contract B is to provide modular home loads to the LGPC architect/engineer for sign-off on final sizes. The Steel beam for long span is called out as W12x40. For the 4 shorter spans, W12x19 should be assumed “FOR BIDDING PURPOSES” -- note will be added to the drawing.

Strip footings are located in the structural foundation drawing in Contract A. The strip footings are sized to accommodate pre-fabricated building loads, so no coordination efforts are needed from the modular building in Contract B to the foundation contractors in Contract A.

5. Balusters shown on Porch Railings are dimensions as 3/4" x 3/4". What is needed here? Please provide standard pressure treated 2" x 2" balusters.

6. It appears that the Utilities are being brought into the basement by G.C. under Contract A with the exception of Electric Service where only the conduit with pull wire is being provided at meter location. Please verify. Correct. Water supply and sewer are to be brought from the existing curb shut off (water) and tee (sewer) into the basement under Contract A. Connection of both water and sewer within the building are under Contract B. See Question and Answer #1 above with regard to the electric service.

7. Are the Concrete Pads for the outdoor HVAC equipment being provided under contract A? Not clear from drawings.
GC to omit the concrete pads from Contract A. Contract B contractor to include plastic equipment pads: 2" E Lite\textsuperscript{®} Plastic Equipment Pads by “Diversitech” or approved equal.

8. Should G.C. under Contract B uncover deficiencies of work performed by G.C. under Contract A, how long does G.C. under contract A have to correct them so as not to impact Contract B’s work. How will this be resolved? Through Change Order or otherwise? The Commission will resolve with the previous contractor. If resolution is not possible, assume a Change Order.

9. The Porch framing, decking and railings are shown as Pressure Treated wood. Can a light application of sealer be applied since decking will not be stained or sealed by Owner until at least a year after install according to notes on drawings? There is no treatment of pressure treated wood in either Contract A or B.

10. There are no specs for the HVAC equipment except for the point of use 10 gallon electric HW heater in basement. Does the Owner or Architect plan to provide us with performance specs for system? Who is proving LP Tank and gas lines if needed?
HVAC will be an all-air system. LP fired gas furnaces for heating, Split system DX cooling. Minimum of one temperature control zone per floor. Delegated design by the manufactured building provider is to be in Contract B. Design to meet minimum code required system performance. HVAC sized per ASHRAE/ACCA Standard 183 or approved equivalent method. System and equipment shall meet minimum requirements of NYSECC (2015 IECC with NYS amendments).
11. Basement supports - plans show 4 posts with steel beam size "TBD". Should be spec'd so that all bidders are on same page.
There are 3 posts (not 4), on strip footings. Sizes are called out in Contract B (posts are not in Contract A scope) structural drawings.

12. Timeline - 60 days from delivery to completion is pretty optimistic, even in good weather GC to provide outline schedule as part of their bid. LGPC will allow for reasonable additional time to completion with proper justification, at no penalty to provider under Contract B.

13. We will need 30x50 level and stable pad for crane to set the modular home. After visiting the site and reviewing the site plan when I returned to the office the crane will probably need to sit in/near the current small parking area, and sewer and electric lines to old office may be an issue. Do you have a site plan that overlays current and proposed structures, so that we can see how much room is between them for crane? See attached overlay sheet for reference.

14. I'd recommend spray-foam rim joist insulation rather than rigid foam blockers GCs to bid open cell, soy-based spray foam insulation with water as the blowing agent, or approved equal.

15. I'd strongly recommend upgrading from Silverline windows to at least Andersen 100 if not 200 series. Provide bid for Anderson 100 series or approved equal.

16. Specs only call for a single 10 gal elec hot water heater, but that won't be sufficient for the entire building. The 10-gallon water heater with 3kW elements is sufficient to accommodate the proposed fixture loads.

17. Interior base trim - is it to be vinyl base everywhere? Yes.

18. Does basement exterior door need panic hardware? No.

19. HVAC - we don't see any provisions for return air ductwork? Really need a detailed HVAC design so that modular company can quote the job accurately, and all bidders on same page.
HVAC shall be delegated design by building manufacturer. Performance requirements:
HVAC will be an all-air system. LP fired gas furnaces for heating, Split system DX cooling. Minimum of one temperature control zone per floor. Design to meet minimum NYS code required system performance. HVAC sized per ASHRAE/ACCA Standard 183 or approved equivalent method. System and equipment shall meet minimum requirements of NYSECC (2015 IECC with NYS amendments).
20. Will basement level be considered unconditioned space (need to insulate basement ceiling), or conditioned? 
   Finishing?
   Provide R-30 min batt insulation in ceiling cavities. Walls and ceilings to be finished with sheetrock, taped and primed. No finish paint on ceiling or walls.

21. If the foundation is done this fall why would you wait until spring for building delivery?
   Due to the anticipated time it will take to obtain an executed contract and approved design through NYS, plus the time needed to construct the building in the factory, it is anticipated that the building will not be ready for delivery to the project site until winter/spring 2020. However, if the process moves more quickly, the building may certainly be delivered at any time following the completion of the foundation and associated work under Contract A.

22. Recommend increasing insulation to R21 from R19 in the walls.
   Yes, provide high-density batt insulation for R-21 wall assemblies. Note: vapor barrier is still required in wall assemblies.

23. Recommend using 4,000 psi concrete instead of 3,000 for the walls
   Yes. Update to be made on S101A

24. Use on-demand hot water heater instead of 10 gallon given limited use
   No, tank to remain in bid.

25. Is the footing drain 4” or 6”?
   4”

26. Is there a plan for foundation protection? Per the IFB, modular building installation is assumed for spring of 2020. That’s a full winter seasons precip inside the foundation walls & on the SOG.
   No requirement for protection needed.

27. Is there a schedule for installation of floor diaphragm? Is this a complete cover or bracing? Can you provide details for the installed diaphragm as backfill operations could be influenced by its lay-out.
   See attached structural drawing updates for foundation wall bracing guidelines. Bracing to be part of Contract A, and installed prior to back-fill.

28. Will you provide prevailing wage rates through July 2020 construction cycle?
   Yes. The project has been assigned Prevailing Wage Case Number 2018004876. The wage schedules will be updated and available on the Department of Labor website throughout the project.

29. S101 – 2’x2’x1’ concrete footing, Typical 6...Only 4 on plan?
   Change to “TYPICAL 4” – (Note: These are the exterior footings)
30. **C103 – FFE basement – 363.00’ or 362.00’?**

363.00’

31. **S101 – Note W: Top of window = -3.3333’ – Per bullet notes, all elevations referenced from datum elevation = 0.00’ = Top of SOG. If this is the case, your window will be buried.**

   Window Height: head of the window should be at 6’-8”. However, the masonry opening needs to be larger and accommodate a 2x nailer all around, with 1/2” shim space. So, head height = 6’-10” MO, and the width is a 36” unit, so 3’-4” MO. Window is 4’-0” in height. So, 2’-8” sill plus 2” MO = 2’-6” sill MO.

32. **S101 – Concrete notes-16: Concrete reinforcing fibers. This is the only reference – please advise intent.**

   No fibers are to be included. This note will be deleted in the drawings.

33. **Is the DEC pit an acceptable disposal site for aggregates as well as logs and stumps?**

   No. Contractor A is responsible for trucking and disposal of all stumps, blacktop, concrete, red brick, demolition materials and spoils resulting from the project. All tree stems (no length restriction, the longer the better for reuse by DEC) and all clean wood chips must be disposed of at the NYS DEC Prospect Mtn. disposal area located adjacent to the Veteran Memorial Highway approximately 1.5 miles from the Fort George Rd. location. Commission staff will coordinate with Contractor A the disposal at the DEC site.

34. **S101-Foundations and excavation notes-2: Is it the intent of LGPG to remove completely all existing material within the building footprint + 5’ outside footings x +1’ below bottom of footing?**

   Yes.

35. **During the Pre bid, there was a conversation about cuts and fills. LGPC assumes most of the cut will be used for fill elsewhere onsite. Does the commission know if the existing materials meet the required specification? Are we to assume it does? Will there be an allowance for imported materials if existing materials are not acceptable?**

   Deep test pits excavated by Commission staff as part of the stormwater management design indicate fine sandy loam and sand to a depth of 7 feet throughout the site, see Contract A. page C-103. These materials are acceptable for use as backfill. In the event that materials on site are deemed not acceptable for reuse these materials must be removed and disposed of and an allowance for imported fill will be provided.

36. **S101-Concrete Note-14: ...Curing compound shall be compatible with any intended flooring overlay – Please advise.**

   Curing compound to allow for flooring adhesives with VOC content

37. **Can you provide details for the grinder sump pit?**

   Yes. See revised sheet S202.
38. C/103 calls out FFE for basement and first floor, S101 gives elevations from “first floor SOG” elevation referenced from datum 00’-00”. I am confused by the reference to the first floor being a SOG. Please clarify referenced elevation 00’-00” to be basement floor or first floor.

The reference on S101 will be updated to read “BASEMENT SLAB-ON-GRADE”

39. Are the referenced TOF elevations on S101 from basement floor or first floor?
Top of First Floor elevation.

40. Can you provide Arch. Drawings?
Contracts are both available for public viewing on Lake George Park Commission website home page: see IFB’s and Specifications.

41. Can you provide top of wall elevations
Top of Concrete Wall elevation = -1’-1 ½” (assuming ¾” plywood and 2x12 floor construction, and 2x8 sill plate)

42. Are there any restricted periods limiting when the project may be undertaken?
No

43. What location will be used to stage the crane needed to set the modular components of the new building?
The area directly east of the new building is suitable for staging the crane, at the location of the current north LGPC parking lot. This area will be available to utilize for all construction activities, and nearby overhead wires will be relocated prior to building delivery.

44. Where are the pads which will support the external HVAC components? Delete all together, same as #7 above.
HVAC pads are located on the west side of the new building near the staff entrance/west wall exit.

45. Who supplies the posts and carrier beams in the basement supporting the first floor?
Post and bean supports are part of Contract B, Modular Building.

46. Who is supplying the direct burial LP gas tank?
The Commission buys LP gas on the NYS OGS centralized contract (state contract). The contract requires the vendor to provide and install LG gas equipment such as tanks, regulators and supply lines. The Commission anticipates working directly with the current contract provider to purchase outright the direct burial tank and have the provider install it. Contractor A must provide excavation service in conjunction with the tank installation.
47. Will the limits of disturbance be surveyed and flagged before the start of construction?
Yes. Contractor A will be responsible for establishing construction fencing to delineate the limits of disturbance, following consultation with Commission staff as to boundaries (as shown on the plans).

48. Who is responsible for the SWIPP inspections
The project is non-jurisdictional under the DEC SPDES program, however Commission staff will be monitoring site conditions daily to ensure erosion control practices are adequate.

############ END ############
CONTRACT "A" DRAWING

CONSTRUCTION JOINTS ARE TO BE USED WHEN CONCRETE OPERATIONS ARE TO BE INTERRUPTED. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS MAY ONLY BE USED AT LOCATIONS SPECIFIED FOR CONTROL JOINTS. SEE SLAB PLAN AND DETAIL.

1. PLACE LOWER FOOTING FIRST. VERTICAL WALL REINFORCING AND/OR SUPPORT BARS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
2. THIS DETAIL APPLIES AT ALL OPENINGS 1'-0" x 1'-0" AND LARGER.
3. COORDINATE ALL OPENING SIZES AND LOCATIONS WITH ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL DRAWINGS.
4. AT ALL JOINTS, PROVIDE BEVEL JOINT "T"/2 INTO WALL SURFACE. PLACE UNDER CONSTRUCTION JOINTS AT END OF EACH DAY'S POUR OR AS REQUIRED TO LIMIT THE LENGTH OF WALL POUR TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 FEET.
5. PROVIDE CONSTRUCTION JOINT AT END OF EACH DAY'S POUR OR AS REQUIRED TO LIMIT THE LENGTH OF WALL POUR TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 FEET.
6. VERTICAL REINFORCING AND/OR SUPPORT BARS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
7. PROVIDE CAULKING AT JOINTS AS PER SPECIFICATIONS.
8. AT CONTROL JOINT, PROVIDE BEVEL JOINT "T"/10 INTO WALL SURFACE BOTH SIDES.
9. OTHER JOINTS TO BE 3'-0" LAP SPLICE.
10. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS TO BE USED WHEN CONCRETE OPERATIONS ARE TO BE INTERRUPTED. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS MAY ONLY BE USED AT LOCATIONS SPECIFIED FOR CONTROL JOINTS. SEE SLAB PLAN AND DETAIL.

NOTES:

1. PLACE LOWER FOOTING FIRST. VERTICAL WALL REINFORCING AND/OR SUPPORT BARS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
2. THIS DETAIL APPLIES AT ALL OPENINGS 1'-0" x 1'-0" AND LARGER.
3. COORDINATE ALL OPENING SIZES AND LOCATIONS WITH ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL DRAWINGS.
4. AT ALL JOINTS, PROVIDE BEVEL JOINT "T"/2 INTO WALL SURFACE. PLACE UNDER CONSTRUCTION JOINTS AT END OF EACH DAY'S POUR OR AS REQUIRED TO LIMIT THE LENGTH OF WALL POUR TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 FEET.
5. PROVIDE CONSTRUCTION JOINT AT END OF EACH DAY'S POUR OR AS REQUIRED TO LIMIT THE LENGTH OF WALL POUR TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 FEET.
6. VERTICAL REINFORCING AND/OR SUPPORT BARS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
7. PROVIDE CAULKING AT JOINTS AS PER SPECIFICATIONS.
8. AT CONTROL JOINT, PROVIDE BEVEL JOINT "T"/10 INTO WALL SURFACE BOTH SIDES.
9. OTHER JOINTS TO BE 3'-0" LAP SPLICE.
10. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS TO BE USED WHEN CONCRETE OPERATIONS ARE TO BE INTERRUPTED. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS MAY ONLY BE USED AT LOCATIONS SPECIFIED FOR CONTROL JOINTS. SEE SLAB PLAN AND DETAIL.